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ABSTRACT. A profile of the ice cover in the southern Beaufort Sea was obtained by the submarine U.S.S. 
Gurnard in April 1976, using a narrow-beam upward-looking sonar. The I 400 km profile consisted of three 
legs, of which the long south- north and east- west legs intersected near the Caribou camp of the AIDJEX 
experiment. A statistical analysis was carried out over contiguous 50 km sections to yield probability-density 
functions of the drafts of ice and of level ice, the distributions of keel spacings and drafts, and the frequencies 
and widths of leads. Two distinct types of ice cover were found in the profile. The first, nearest the coast in 
the south and west of the experimental area, consisted of heavily ridged ice with mean drafts of up to 5. I m. 
The rest of the track (I 200 km) consisted of a homogeneous ice cover with a mean draft of 3.7 m. The 
percentage of thin ice varied greatly from section to section, with a range of 0.4 to 12.3% for ice of 0-1 m 
draft. Level ice, defined as ice with a local gradient of less than I in 40, made up 56% of the homogeneous 
cover, with a preferred draft of2.7 to 2.9 m. Keel spacings obeyed a negative exponential distribution, with a 
deficit at small spacings due to a keel shadowing effect and a surfeit at very large spacings due to the contribu
tion of polynyas. The draft distribution of keels was a negative exponential of form P(h) dh = B exp ( -bh) dh, 
with Band b as parameters. This differs from the distribution of Hibler and others (1972), probably because 
the narrow beam records a complex structure for every keel. The homogeneous cover had a lower keel 
frequency and mean draft than the ice nearest the coast. Maximum keel draft was 31.12 m. The average 
separation of leads was 2 12 m, with almost all leads being less than 50 m in width. 

REsuME. AnalYse de projils de glace obtenus par sonar sous-marin dans la mer de Beaufort. Un profil de la couverture 
de glace du sud de la mer de Beaufort a ete obtenu par le sous-marin U.S.S. Gurnard en avril 1976 en 
utilisant un sonar dirige vers le haut a faisceau etroit. Les I 400 km de profil se composent de trois branches 
dont les longues branches sud-nord et est-ouest se coupent pres du camp Caribou de I'experience AIDJEX. 
On a pratique une analyse statistique sur des sections contigues de 50 km pour obtenir les fonctions de 
densite de probabilite des tirants d'eau de glace et des glaces a fond plat, les distributions des espacements 
entre cretes de pression sous-glace et des tirants d'eau, et les frequences et la largeur des chenaux. On a 
trouve deux types distincts de couverture de glace dans le profil. La premiere, la plus proche de la cote dans 
le sud et dans I'est de la zone exploree consistait en une glace fortement plissee avec des tirants moyens 
d'eau de plus de 5,1 m. Le reste de I'itineraire (I 200 km), consistait en une couverture de glace homogene 
avec des tirants moyens de 3,7 m d'epaisseur. Le pourcentage de glace mince variait beaucoup d'une section 
a I'autre avec une proportion allant de 0,4 a 12,3% pour la glace de 0 a I m d'epaisseur. La glace a fond 
plat, definie comme ayant moins de I % en pente locale de 2,5 % , constitue plus de 56% de la couverture 
homogene avec un tirant privilegiee de 2,7 a 2,9 m. Les espacements des cretes de press ion sous-glace 
obeissent a une distribution exponentielle negative avec un deficit pour les petits espacements dO. a un effet 
d'ombre des cretes, et un exces des tres larges espacements dfu a la contribution des polynias. La distribution 
des tirants des cretes etait une exponentielle negative de la forme: P(h) dlz = B exp (- bh ) dlz, avec B et b 
comme parametres. Ceci differe de la distribution de Hibler and others (1972) probablement parce que le 
faisceau etroit donne une structure complexe pour chaque crete de pression sous-glace. La couverture 
homogene a une plus faible frequence de cretes et une plus faible epaisseur moyenne que la glace la plus 
proche de la cote. Le tirant le plus grande d'une crete a 3 I, I 2 m. La separation moyenne entre les chenaux 
est de 212 m, presque toutes les chenaux etant moindres que 50 m en largeur. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Eine AnalYse von Eisprojilen, gewonnen mit Unterwasser-Sonar in der Beaufort-See. Von dem 
Unterseeboot U.S.S. Gurnard wurde im April 1976 mit einem eng gebundelten, aufwarts gerichteten Sonar
System ein Profil der Eisdecke in der sudlichen Beaufort-See aufgenommen. Das I 400 km lange Profil 
bestand aus 3 Teilstucken, von denen die beiden langen, von Sud nach Nord und von Ost nach West 
gerichteten, sich nahe dem Caribou Camp des AIDJEX-Experiments kreuzten. Fur Sektionen von je 
50 km wurde eine statistische Analyse durchgefuhrt, rnit dem Ziel, wahrscheinliche Dichteverteilungen fur 
Eisrucken und flaches Eis, fur die Abstande und Richtungen von Eiskielen sowie fur die Haufigkeit und Griisse 
von offenen Rinnen zu gewinnen. Zwei unterschiedliche Eisdeckentypen wurden in dem Profil festgestellt. 
Der erste, zunachst der Kiiste im Suden und Westen des Untersuchungsgebietes, bestand aus stark zerfurch
tern Eis mit einem rnittleren Tiefgang bis zu 5,1 m. Der Rest der Strecke (I 200 km) trug eine homogene 
Eisdecke mit einem mittleren Tiefgang von 3,7 m. Der Anteil dunnen Eises schwankte stark von Sektion zu 
Sektion, mit einem Bereich zwischen 0,4 und 12,3% fur Eis mit 0- 1 m Tiefgang. Flaches Eis, definiert als 
Eis mit einem Gefalle von weniger als I : 40, nahm 56% der homogenen Decke ein, wobei der Tiefgang meist 
2,7-2,9 m betrug. Die Kielabstande folgten einer negativen Exponential-Verteilung mit einem Defizit bei 
kleinen Abstanden infolge eines Verdeckungseffektes und einem Dberschuss bei sehr grossen Abstanden wegen 
des Beitrags von Polynien. Die Tiefgangverteilung der Kiele war negativ exponentiell von der Form 
P(h) dh = B exp (-bh) dh mit B und b als Parametern. Dies unterscheidet sich von der Verteilung von 
Hibler and others (1972), vermutlich weil der enge Strahl fur jeden Kiel eine komplexe Struktur registriert. 
Die homogene Eisdecke hatte eine geringere Kielfrequenz und weniger Tiefgang als das kustennahe Eis. 
Die maximale Kieltiefe bet rug 3 I, I 2 m. Der mittlere Abstand zwischen offenen Rinnen war 2 I 2 m, wobei 
fast alle Rinnen weniger als 50 m breit waren. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the period 7 to 10 April 1976 the nuclear submarine U .S.S. Gurnard (SSN-662) 
obtained a sonar profile oflength I 400 km under the Beaufort Sea ice cover in the vicinity of 
the AIDJEX (Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment) main camp. Figure I shows the route 
followed by Gurnard, comprising south-north (opQ,) and east- west (RSP) legs intersecting near 
the Caribou camp (c), together with a connecting leg Q,R. Gurnard was equipped with a high
frequency, narrow-beam, upward-looking sonar installed by the Arctic Submarine Laboratory, 
Naval Undersea Center, San Diego. The sonar fed its output into a signal-processing system 
that digitized the range to the bottom of the ice, subtracted this from the transducer depth, 
and thus generated a digital record on magnetic tape of ice drafts with a nominal resolution 
of 0.03 m. Mechanical limitations within the system reduced the absolute accuracy of ice 
draft to ±0.3 m, with a demonstrated standard deviation for smooth ice of 0.09 m . Details 
of the sonar system and of the submarine's depth and speed remain classified, except that 
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Fig. I. Route of U.S.S. Gurnard, 7- IO April 1976. 

information was supplied on the "surface beam diameter" (diameter of spread of the sonar 
beam at the surface, a function of beam width and cruising depth) and the " ping spacing" 
(horizontal distance between successive sound pulses, a function of ping frequency and 
submarine speed). Normally the ping spacing was between 1.3 and 1.5 m, and the surface 
beam diameter over almost the whole track was 3. I 7 m, implying a very narrow beam of 
less than 3° width. 

Initial processing of the tapes was done at the Arctic Submarine Laboratory. Corrected 
depth data were merged with positional information to give a final tape which was forwarded 
to the AIDJEX Project Office in Seattle for analysis. In turn the AIDJEX Project Office 
forwarded the tape to the Scott Polar Research Institute so that the data could be analysed 
using the same criteria and definitions as those employed in the analysis of data from H.M.S. 
Sovereign (Wadhams, 1977, [CI980], in press; Wad hams and Lowry, [1977] ) . This paper 
gives the results of such an analysis. 
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2. DATA PROCESSING 

The initial processing at the Arctic Submarine Laboratory deleted spurious profile points 
caused by multiple echoes, fish, air bubbles, etc. For isolated spurious points, a new point 
was generated by linear interpolation; otherwise a gap was left. The data file created at San 
Diego consisted of a series of "blocks" each containing about 60 data points. The blocks were 
separated by single lines which usually contained all zeros, but which at periodic intervals 
contained a position fix (i.e. latitude and longitude values). These position fixes thus split the 
data file into "intervals" for which the distance travelled is known. 
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Fig. 2. Division oftra,k into 50 km sections. 

The program developed at Scott Polar Research Institute split the input file into 
"sections" . Each section contained sufficient intervals to make up 50 km of data, and statistics 
were computed for each of the sections. Figure 2 shows the 27 sections involved (with an 
18 km end-of-file gap between sections 12 and 13) and their precise positions and lengths are 
given in Table 1. 

The actual depth data from the Arctic Submarine Laboratory came in the form of equally
spaced depth points, the spacing being unspecified and varying from interval to interval. For 
every interval the SPRI program therefore had to calculate an "interpolation length", the true 
spacing between depth points, by dividing the length of the interval (calculated assuming a 
Great Circle track between the position fixes for the beginning and end of the interval) by the 
number of points in the interval. The contribution made by each interval to the overall 
statistics for a 50 km section was then always weighted by the interpolation length, so that the 
resulting statistics are unbiased with respect to horizontal length. 

Figure 3 shows a small part of the profile. The two most obvious features are a high
frequency noise superimposed on the supposedly smooth ice bottom contour, and the 
occasional shallow depth point occurring within the structure of a pressure ridge. The noise 
is undoubtedly a feature of the recording system and, since it is random, it does not have a 
serious effect on probability densities of draft, although it will produce an anomalously high 
number of very small "pressure ridges" in the statistics. The shallow depth points are probably 
real features, caused by the very narrow sonar beam probing into fissures and crannies within 
the loose block structure of the ridge. The effect of these points may be quite large in causing 
a single pressure ridge to appear as multiple ridges in the statistics. 
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TABLE I. POSmONS OF THE 50 km SECTIONS 

Section Latitude Longitude True length 
km 

Starts 70° 35' 31.2H 144° 13' 14-4H 52.67 
Ends 71 ° 03' 49·2H 144° 13' 18.oH 

2 Ends 71 ° 30' 58.2" 144 ° 13' 45.0" 50.5 1 
3 Ends 71 ° 58' 01.2" 144° 14' 29·4" 50.32 
4 Ends 72 ° 25' 26·4" 144° 14' 58.8" 51.01 
5 Ends 72° 52' 22.2

H 144° 17' 52.8" 52.15 
6 Ends 73° 20' 07·2" 144° 18' 06.0" 51.62 
7 Ends 73° 48' 18.0" 144° 20' 02.4

H 
52.43 

8 Ends 74° 16' 34.2" 144° 22' 39.6" 52.61 
9 Ends 74° 43' 56.4" 144° 22' 25.8" 50.92 

ID Ends 75° 08' 05-4" 144° 22' 18.oH 50.77 
11 Ends 75° 15' 52.2" 143° 47' 29·4" 51.46 
12 Ends 74° 52' 11.4" 142° 48' 21.6H 52.38 
13 Starts 74° 39' 28.8" 142° 16' 50.4" 52-40 

Ends 74° 15' 43.2" 141 ° 20' 22.8" 
14 Ends 73° 52' 09·6 H 140° 25' 26·4" 52.04 
15 Ends 73° 28' 45.0" 139° 32' 24.0" 51.63 
16 Ends 73° 04' 04.2" 138° 43' 47·4

H 52.89 
17 Ends 72° 40' 19.2" 138° 15' 01.8" 51.59 

- 18 Ends 72° 40' 42.6" 139° 49' 49.8" 52.52 
19 Ends 72° 41' 28.8" 141 ° 25' 39.6" 53.08 
20 Ends 72° 42' 49.2" 142° 56' 00.6" 50.04 
21 Ends 72° 45' 19.2" 144° 26' 33.6" 50.41 
22 Starts 72° 43' 22.2" 144° 48' 31.2" 52.68 

Ends 72° 43' 14-4H 146° 23' 51.6" 
23 Ends 72° 42' 48.0" 147° 59' 18.0" 52.60 
24 Ends 72° 42' 05·4" 149° 32' 13.2" 51.56 
25 Ends 72° 41' 25.8" 151 ° 02' 32.4" 50.00 
26 Ends 72° 42' 01.2

H 152° 38' 48.6" 53.29 
27 Ends 72° 43' 22.2" 154° 14' 32.4" 52.98 

DISTANCE KM 

0 0-2 .. 'B 

15 

Fig. 3. Plot of 800 m of ice-depth data from section I. 

3. PROBABILITY DENSITY OF ICE DRAFT 

3. I. Definition 

The probability density function P(h) of draft h is defined such that P(h) dh is the proba
bility that a random point on the ice underside has a draft between hand (h+dh) . P(h) should 
really be expressed in the form P(h, x, t) since it is a function of time as well as of position. 
Further, although P can be stochastically defined at a point x , an operational definition 
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requires a profile to be taken over a finite length scale in order to arrive at a stable estimate of 
P. This length scale must be large enough to give a good estimator of P while being small 
enough for the distribution not to change significantly within its compass. We have chosen 
50 km, but some analyses have been done over shorter (17 km) and longer (200 km) length 
scales, where necessary. 

P(h) is related via the mean density of the ice to the thickness probability density function 
g(h) of Thorndike and others (1975) ' g(h) is important as an input parameter to various 
models of Arctic Ocean ice dynamics and thermodynamics. These include the AIDJEX 
model (Coon and others, 1974), in which an initial ice-thickness distribution develops by 
thermodynamic growt4 and decay and is continuously redistributed by pressure-ridge 
building and deformation, and the viscous-plastic continuum model of Hibler ( 1979), in 
which a strength term is parameterized using the mean ice thickness and percentage ice cover. 
The most sensitive part of P(h) is the thin ice component, since it has been shown (Badgley, 
1966; Maykut, 1976) that a large portion of the heat flow from ocean to atmosphere in the 
Arctic occurs through ice of draft less than 1 m; this is also the ice component which is most 
readily available for ridge building and which dominates the ice strength in most ice models. 

3.2 . Results 

Figure 4 shows P(h) plotted for all 27 sections of the 50 km length scale, in a perspective 
form with each of the three legs shown separately. Figure 5 is an overall distribution for the 
whole submarine track. The general nature of all the plots is similar-an initial peak, due to 
thin ice in leads and polynyas, a second broader peak due mainly to undeformed first- and 
multi-year ice, and a tail due to ice in ridges and hummocks. There is some variation from 
section to section, especially in the extent of thin ice present. 

To display these variations more clearly, P(h) was integrated over four depth intervals, 
which can be loosely defined as "thin ice" (0-0.5 m) ; "young ice" (0.5- 2 m); "level ice" 
(2-5 m), and "ridged ice" (greater than 5 m). The separation of types is not perfect-parts of 
ridges, for instance, may appear in the "level ice" category- but the categories are indicative 
of changes in the nature of the ice cover. The results are given in Table n. The intervals were 
chosen so as to give a direct comparison with the data of Wad hams ([CI980], in press) from the 
heavily ridged offshore zone to the north of Greenland and Ellesmere Island. Wadhams found 
that the "thin-ice peak" in probability-density functions usually occurred at less than 0.5 m 
draft, hence the choice of intervals, but the present results (Fig. 4) usually show the peak at 
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Fig. 5. Overall probability-density function of ice draft. 
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TABLE n. PERCENTAGES OF ICE COVER IN DIFFERENT RANGES OF DRAFT 

(a) 50 km sections 
Mean 

Section 0-0.5 m 0.5-2 m 2-5 m > 5 m 0-[ m draft 
m 

I 1.2 11 47 41 4·5 5.09 
2 0·4 15 60 25 0.8 4.22 
3 0·3 18 62 20 4·3 3·77 
4 0.1 2 78 20 0-4 4. 14 
5 1·3 7 71 21 2.8 3.92 
6 0·7 13 73 13 7.8 3·45 
7 0·9 23 63 13 9·3 3. 19 
8 0.2 10 78 12 2.0 3·37 
9 0.1 12 71 17 0·5 3.61 

10 1.2 II 74 14 2.2 3-47 
11 2·5 II 73 14 4.8 3.40 
12 1.2 9 72 18 1.5 3·74 
13 0·3 9 74 17 0.8 3.70 
14 0.2 5 78 16 0·7 3.78 
15 0·5 9 78 13 0.8 3.5 1 
16 0.6 9 79 12 1.0 3.38 
17 0.8 8 72 19 3.1 3.89 
18 1.8 10 66 22 3·9 3.87 
19 3·5 10 72 15 5.2 3.62 
20 2·7 8 72 18 H 3.69 
21 2·7 17 64 16 8.2 3·47 
22 0·5 II 75 14 2.6 3·53 
23 0·3 4 76 20 1.1 4. 14 
24 0·5 18 65 16 12·3 3.63 
25 0·5 4 75 21 I.7 4. 17 
26 0.6 8 63 28 3.0 4.50 
27 0.8 5 68 27 2·5 4.61 

Mean 0·9 10 71 19 H 3.81 
Sovereign 6.1 8 43 44 9·5 6.07 
Dreadnought 2·7 9 55 33 3·3 4.29 

(b) [7 km sections in offshore zone 

1.1 0.2 9 42 48 0.6 5.58 
1.2 3·7 14 47 35 13·3 4·45 
1.3 0.0 9 53 38 0.1 5. 18 
2.1 0·3 13 56 31 0·9 4.5 1 
2.2 0·3 18 57 24 0.6 4. 14 
2·3 0·7 13 66 21 0.8 4.03 

(c) 200 km sections 

A 0.6 15 56 29 3.2 4.36 
B (Caribou n-s) 0.8 II 71 17 5.1 3.68 
C 1.0 II 74 14 2-4 3.46 
D 0.6 8 76 16 1.0 3.68 
E 1.7 9 72 17 3·3 3.69 
F (Caribou e-w) 1.6 10 72 17 4. 1 3.7 1 
G 0.6 9 68 23 4·9 4. 23 

between 0.5 and I m, presumably because the profiles were done later in the winter (April 
compared to October for Sovereign) so that the ice in polynyas is, on average, thicker. Thus we 
have also added a 0 - 1 m category in Table II to include all of the polynya ice. 

The results show a remarkable consistency of ice conditions over most of the experimental 
area. The exceptions are: 

(i) The percentage of thin ice, which varies over a wide range (0.4 to 12.3% for the 
0-1 m band) and with no apparent consistency of trend. The cause is partly statistical 
-thin ice is contained in a limited number of polynyas which are distributed non-
uniformly along the submarine track- and partly real in the sense that thin ice has a 
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transient existence and is constantly being destroyed by ridge-building so that changes 
in the wind field during the three days of the experiment may cause the thin ice to be 
radically redistributed. 

(ii) Ridged ice at the southernmost (and, to a lesser extent, the westernmost) end of the 
profile is significantly greater in quantity. The percentage of ridged ice is very high 
in section 1 and diminishes to a fairly steady " equilibrium value" by section 3. Clearly 
the first two sections represent the "offshore province" of Weeks and others ([ I 972] ), a 
heavily ridged coastal province where the mean onshore tendency of ice drift leads to 
net convergence and ridge building. To a lesser extent sections 26- 27 mark the outer 
edges of this province further to the west. These results agree very well with surface 
ridging statistics from flights northwards from the Alaskan coast (Tucker and others, 
1979), which revealed a maximum of ridging at 20- 60 km from the coast, falling to a 
low value at 200 km (equivalent to the end of section 3). Figure I shows that sections 
I and 2 occur over the continental slope (the profile itself commences at the 100 m 
depth contour) and that section 27 ends just as this slope is again approached off Point 
Barrow. The remainder of the sections are samples of what seems a very homogeneous 
Ice cover. 

The mean values over all 27 sections are compared in Table II with the mean results from 
Sovereign (1000 km profile from lat. 81 ° N ., long. 0° W . to lat. 84° 50' N., long 70° W.) 
and Dreadnought (a 560 km profile from lat. 85° to 90° N . at long. 6° E. in the ice of the 
Trans-Polar Drift Stream; Williams and others, 1975) ' The best agreement is with the 
Dreadnought data, although the Gurnard data show a somewhat lower mean draft which can be 
ascribed to the beamwidth of the Dreadnought's echo sounder. Clearly the ice encountered by 
Sovereign was far more heavily ridged and thicker than even the heaviest section encountered 
by Gurnard. 

The 50 km gauge is short enough to resolve most real variations, but to investigate the 
rapidly changing ice conditions at the beginning of the profile (sections 1 and 2 ) a I7 km 
gauge was used, i.e. each section was split into three. The results, in Table II (b), show a steady 
decrease in the percentage of ridged ice as the submarine travels north away from the Alaskan 
coast. Note the isolated value of 13.3 % for 0-1 m ice in section 1.2. 

Finally, to obtain very reliable statistics for large tracts of the ice cover, the 50 km sections 
were combined into a 200 km length gauge as shown in Figure 2, lettered A to G (A is 150 km 
only) . Band F are now the appropriate sections for the crossings under Caribou camp, and 
have the length scale recommended in the AIDJEX model and by Thorndike and others 
(1975). The results for Band F agree very closely. Again, the 200 km statistics show that the 
character of the ice is essentially constant over most of the track (B to F) , with an increase in 
mean draft and percentage of ridged ice at the western end (G) and, particularly, the southern 
end (A). 

3.3. Statistical reliability 

It is clear from Table II (b) that there are progressive changes in the nature of the ice 
cover over sections I and 2, and that these sections (and probably 26 and 27) differ in nature 
from sections 3- 25. The question that remains is whether the variations between sections in 
3-25 are statistical artefacts, i.e. due to finite sampling length, or whether they are due to real 
variations, albeit minor, in the nature of the ice cover. The null hypothesis is that the ice 
cover over a substantial p art of the southern Beaufort Sea (the area sampled by sections 3- 25) 
at .the time of the experiment was a homogeneous cover in which any given statistical para
meter tends to the same value everywhere if sampled over a sufficient length of track. 

The question of "sufficient length" is a crucial one. For a given sampling length, some 
parameters are estimated more accurately than others. For instance, 50 km of track usually 
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contains enough ice types to make it a good estimator of mean draft, and most probably of 
percentage ridged ice. It may not be a good estimator, however, of thin ice percentage since 
this ice is contained in a small number of polynyas which may not happen to fall uniformly 
within the length gauge. A longer gauge may be required for a good estimate of this para
meter, and also of such parameters as mean polynya spacing or the frequeflcy of very deep 
pressure ridges. 

We can test for the homogeneity of the data using a non-parametric run test (Bendat and 
Piersol, 1971, p. 122). The data are divided into n sections for which a given statistic Stakes 
values Sj (j = I, ... , n). The mean value of S is calculated and each section is classified as 
( + ) or (-) according to whether Sj > S or Sj < S. The number of runs of consecutive (+) 
or (-) classes in the n sections is found and tested for significance. An exceptionally small 
number of runs signifies a trend or a clustering in S. The 23 50 km sections (3-25) were 
tested in this way, and an additional test was afforded by 30 17 km sections corresponding 
to sections 3-12 (sections 1- 12 were analysed at I7 km gauge for use in Table II ). The 
mean values of the statistics of Table II over 3- 25 and the results of the test are as shown 
in Table In (* signifies non-significance). 

TABLE Ill. TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF DATA 

Mean and 
standard Test 50 km Test 17 km 

error n = 23 n = 30 
0-0.5 m percentage cover 1.0 ± 0.2 2·5% * 
0'5- 2 m percentage cover 10·3 ± o.g * * 
2-5 m percentage cover 72 ± I * * 
Over 5 m percentage cover 16.6 ± 0·7 * * 
0-1 m percentage cover 3·5 ± 0·7 * * 
Mean draft 3·67± 0.06 * * 

Only one statistic-the 0- 0.5 m percentage cover for the 50 km sections-was rejected 
by this test at the 25 % significance level. This implies that the thin ice percentage does not 
come from a homogeneous population, i.e. tha.t there are significant trends or clusterings in 
this statistic (which can be seen by inspection of Table I1) suggestive of a process acting with a 
wavelength much greater than 50 km. This process must be the wind stress field which causes 
divergence in one zone of the ice cover and convergence in another, on a length scale of 
hundreds of kilometres. 

Otherwise we can accept the hypothesis that the ice draft distributions over I 150 km of 
track in the southern Beaufort Sea (3- 25) come from a homogeneous ice cover with constant 
statistical properties. The best values to take for the mean draft and percentages of ice in 
various depth ranges are given in Table Ill, together with the standard error. It can be seen 
that this standard error is virtually constant for each class (except 0-0.5 m), implying a greater 
fractiona.l error in the estimates of uncommon ice types than in those of common types-a 
result to be expected. 

3-4- Cumulative probability 

The cumulative probability G(h) is defined by 
h 

G(h) = J P(h) dh. 

o 

(I) 

It is used as a major parameter in the AIDJEX model (Coon and others, 1974). We have 
computed G(h) for the two 200 km sections Band F which cross the Caribou camp in the south
north and east-west directions. The results are shown in Figure 6. 
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The two distributions differ slightly but are similar in general shape. The median depth 
(G(h) = 0.5) is reached at 3.2 m and the graph is plotted as far as G(h) = 0.99, which is 
reached at 12.2 m. G(h) = 0.999 is reached at 16.4 m. 

G(h) -- Sec:tion" (e _ _ e'O .. ;/I,) 

- --- -- - Seetion. (,-" ero" 'n,) 

0·5 

0~~0~~--~----4~'----76----~8----1~~~--~1~-

DRAFT m 

Fig . (j. CUII/ulalive probability distributioll &(h ) oJ ice draft for the two 200 kill sectioTls which straddle tile Caribou camp. 

4. LEVEL ICE 

4. I. Definition 
Williams and others (1975), in their analysis of the Dreadnought data, sought a way of 

determining the preferred thickness or thicknesses of undeformed floes, and the percentage of 
the ice cover occupied by floes of this type. By trial and error they decided that the best 
working definition of "level ice" is that the draft point concerned should have draft points 
4 m to each side of it differing in depth by less than 20 cm, i.e. a local gradient of less than 
I in 40 measured on an 8 m gauge length across the point. On account of the high-frequency 
structure in the Gurnard profile (Fig. 3), we have relaxed this definition slightly and we define 
a level ice point as one whose draft differs from a point 10 m away to either side by less than 
25 cm, i.e. a 1 in 40 gradient in one direction moving away from the point. This definition 
has the disadvantage that it includes ice on opposite flanks of a pressure ridge at a depth 
where the ridge width is 10 m, and ice on the same flank of successive ridges where the ridge 
separation is 10 m. However, any working definition must be to some extent arbitrary and 
this definition when applied to the Dreadnought profile gave results which corresponded well 
with visual estimates of percentage of level ice made by simply looking at the profiles and 
dividing them by eye into "level" and "ridged" portions. We assume, therefore, that the 
contribution from ridge flanks is small enough to make only a minor contribution to the 
amount of "level ice" found, although it may well make a larger contribution to the mean draft 
of "level ice", a figure which we should treat with reserve. 

Alternative definitions of level ice have been suggested by A. S. Thorndike (personal 
communication in 1978) . One proposed definition (D2, say, taking our definition as Dl) 
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Fig. 7. Probability-density function of level-ice draft for 5U kill sections, derived using definition D2. The pairs of perspective 
views cover the three legs of the cruise. 
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is that no point within 10 m of a level ice point may differ in draft by more than 25 cm from 
that of the level ice point. Thus, taking [x, h(x)] as the level ice point: 

DI is 

D2 is 

Jh(x+ 10) -h(x} J ~ 0.25 or Jh (x- 10) - h(x) J ~ 0.25, 

[Jh (x±d) -h(x) J :::;;: 0.25], d = 0 to IQ m. 

D2 is much more restrictive than D I. Figure 3 shows that the Gurnard profile possesses a large 
high-frequency variance which may be a recording artefact, and in such a profile D2 finds far 
less level ice than DI (an average of only 20% instead of 56%) . We feel that D2 does not 
reveal the true extent oflevel, i.e. undeformed, ice, and that DI represents this more nearly. 
On the other hand D2, being so rigorously selective, is effective at picking out the preferred 
drafts oflevel ice (i.e. it is not seeing all the level ice, but all that it sees is level ice). Thus, for 
seeking preferred drafts D2 may be the better definition. 

4.2. Results 

Figure 7 shows P!"obability density functions of level-ice draft for all 27 sections at 50 km 
. gauge, using D2 to emphasize the preferred drafts and the same perspective form as Figure 4. 
In Figure 8 these results are summed to give relative probabilities over the whole track 
length. In Table IV we show results obtained from using D I; preferred drafts are indicated 
here by listing the mode of every distribution if its probability density is greater than 0.5 plus 
the thin ice peak if it exceeds o. I. 

The figures given in Table IV for percentage ice cover are probably reliable although 
undoubtedly slight over-estimates; the figures obtained using D2, ranging from 8 to 24 %, are 
unrealistically low. The mean draft in Table IV may be more of an over-estimate and here 
we may consider the D2 values (with an overall mean of 2.66 m) as being more representative. 
The percentage of level ice is low for sections I and 2 with their heavy ridging; steady for 
sections 3 to 25 (passing a run test for homogeneity) ; and lower again in sections 26 and 27. 

Figures 7 and 8 and Table III all tell us something about preferred drafts. It is clear from 
Figure 7 that for individual 50 km sections the probability distribution is not smooth, but 
instead possesses a definite small number of peaks indicating strongly preferred drafts; there 
are usually one or more thin-ice peaks and two definite peaks in the range 2- 3 m. The obvious 
inference is that the first peak in the 2-3 m range represents first-year ice and that the second, 

0.7,-------------, 

0 .2 

0 . \ 

o . 0 LLJ...LJ..L1.JLLLLU..il::lI=bl.J..L.LJ..J..1.J..JLLL1.J..J 

- 5 . 0 . 5. 10 . 15. 20· 25 . 
DEPTH r ME TRES 1 

Fig. 8. Overall probability-density function of level-ice draft. 
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TABLE IV. LEVEL ICE SUMMARY 

Mean peak 
with 

probability 
Mean % level Thin-ice density 

Section draft ice peak > 0·5 
I 3.81 35.0 0.6 
2 3. 17 43·5 
3 2.96 52.5 1.0 
4 3·54 54.2 3. 1 

*5 3.15 53.2 2·7 
6 2.78 58.8 0.8 2·7 
7 2-43 59.8 0.8 2.0 
8 2.81 58.5 1.0 2·4 
9 2.88 52.9 2.0 

10 2.82 57.0 2·7 
I I 2·77 56.9 0·3 2·7 
12 2·94 54. 1 2·7 
13 2·97 55·3 2·7 
14 3. 12 58.1 2·7 
15 2.96 59. 1 2·7 
16 2.9 1 59·3 2·7 
17 3.06 53·3 1.0 2·7 
18 3.09 51.0 0·3 2.0 
19 2.00 58.0 0·3 2·7 
20 3.03 55. 1 0.2 2·7 

*21 2·73 54·5 0.8 2.0 
22 2·93 58.5 2·7 
23 3.52 54·4 3. 1 
24 2·97 61.1 0.8 3. 1 
25 3.5 1 52.6 3. 1 
26 3.61 47·9 1.0 
27 3.68 49·4 3. 1 

Mean 3.07 54·3 
Mean 2.98 56.1± 0·7 

(sections 3-25) 

* Caribou crossings. 

which is often somewhat broader, represents second- and multi-year ice. Figure 8, the overall 
distribution, also shows these peaks. Here there are two thin-ice peaks, at 0.3-0-4 m and 
0.8-0.9 m; and two main peaks, at 2.1-2.2 m and 2.7- 2.8 m. Table IV bears out these 
results; the main peak is most often at 2.7- 2.8 m, with 2.0- 2.1 m and 3.1 - 3.2 m as less frequent 
peaks, the 3.1 m figure occurring mainly in the south and west of the experimental area where 
there is heavier ridging. 

Can we say, then, that 2.0-2.2 m, 2.7- 2.8 m, and 3.1- 3.2 rri. represent, say, the drafts 
reached by first-, second-, and multi-year undeformed ice? According to present thermo
dynamic theories of ice growth in Arctic Ocean, we cannot. The estimates of Thorndike and 
others (1975), based partly on the theory of Maykut and Untersteiner (1971 ) and partly on 
empirical results and observations of thin ice, show that ice growing from open water at the 
end of summer will reach a thickness of I. 76 m by 10 April of the following year, and 2.04, 
2.2 I, and 2.35 m by IQ April of its second, third, and fourth years of growth. All these values, 
and the yearly depth increments between them, are less than the preferred level-ice drafts that 
we have found. The identification of level-ice draft with ice type therefore remains an open 
question, although these results do suggest that undeformed ice grows to a greater thickness 
than that estimated by thermodynamic theories. 

The thin-ice end of the probability distribution (Fig. 8) indicates the relative frequencies 
of occurrence of polynyas of varying ages. 
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5. DISTRIBUTION OF KEEL SPACINGS 

5. I. Independent keels 

The extent of an independent keel is defined using the criterion that the troughs on either 
side of the keel crest (point of maximum draft) must descend at least half way towards the 
local level ice surface, in this case defined arbitrarily as a draft of 2.5 m. This is analogous 
to the Rayleigh criterion for resolving spectral lines in optics and is identical to that used by 
Williams and others (1975), Wadhams (1976, [CI980], in press), and Weeks and others 
([CI980]) for the analysis of submarine and aircraft profiles (for airborne laser profiles the 
identification of the "local level ice surface" is much easier). I t differs from the criterion of 
Hibler and others (1974), where the troughs must descend a fixed distance (61 cm for surface 
ridges) from the peak; Hibler ( [C I 976] ) has discussed the effect of this difference in definition 
on the resulting distribution. 

5.2. Theory of spacings 

Hibler and others (1972) showed that if ridges occur at random along a track the distribu
tion of spacings between ridges is given by 

Pr(x) dx = fL exp ( -fLX) dx, (2) 
where fL is the mean number of ridges per unit length of track and Pr(x) dx is the probability 
that a given spacing lies between x and (x+ dx) . Mock and others (1972) tested this relation
ship for surface ridges using aerial photographs, and found good agreement except for an 
excess of ridges at small spacings. On a purely random theory, however, we expect a deficit of 
ridges or keels at small spacings, on account of the so-called "ridge shadowing" effect 
(Wadhams, [CI980], in press) . This occurs because keels have a finite slope angle so that their 
crests cannot lie closer than a certain minimum distance Xcrlt. Within this distance the 
shallower ridge is not detected and the ridge-picking criterion selects only the deeper ridge. 
Figure 9 illustrates this effect for two keels of relief h, h' (h' > h) relative to the level-ice 
bottom, each ridge being of triangular cross-section with slope oc. Under these circumstances 

xcrit = h' cot CI: . 

A theoretical treatment of the modification of Equation (2) by Equation (3) is complex, but an 
approximate solution is given by Lowry and Wadhams (1979). The net effect is that close 
spacings and shallow ridges tend to be lost preferentially from the distributions of spacing and 
draft. 

5.3. Results 

Keel spacing distributions were derived using a spacing increment of 20 m and two low
value cut-offs for keel draft, 5 m and 9 m. This is because Wad hams ([CI980], in press) found 
that a number of deep floe bottoms appeared in the draft range 5- 9 m and that the theoretical 
keel draft distribution function was valid only beyond 9 m. It was felt, therefore, that by 
taking 9 m as a cut-off a more valid distribution of spacings of "real" keels could be obtained. 
The results for the whole profile are shown in Figure 10. 

Both distributions (> 5 m and > 9 m) show general agreement with Equation (2), wjth the 
expected deficit at small spacings. This deficit shows itself only in the spacing range 0-40 m, 
as opposed to the results of Wad hams (1979, fig. 4) , where the deficit extends its influence to 
120 m. This is probably because of the transducer beam width in the Sovereign profile, which 
makes ridges seem broader and less steep than they really are (Wadhams, 1978) . At large 
spacings Figure 10 shows a positive deviation from Equation (2), which must be due to an 
additional effect upsetting the purely random distribution. We suggest that this effect is 
simply the presence of leads and polynyas, which interpose occasional smooth stretches of ice 
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into the otherwise random icefield and thus generate an anomalous number of large keel 
spacings. 

It should be noted that the lines of best fit to the rectilinear parts of Figure 10 do not have a 
gradient of - p,. For the 5 m cut-off the gradient is -5.2 (p, = 7.3) while for 9 m it is -2.9 
(fL = 1.7)· One expects a gradient of magnitude greater than fL because keel shadowing 
implies that the original "population" has been reduced before entering the statistics. This is 

A 

• 

c 

Fig. 9. Illustration of the keel shadowing effect for two keels of separation x and relief h, h' relative to local level ice draft. 
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Fig. ID. Distribution of keel spacings over whole submarine track. Bin size 20 m. Results are plotted for keels deeper than 
5 m and 9 m, and a straight line is fitted to the central portion if each curve. 
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so for 9 m but not for 5 m, again implying that 9 m is a better cut-off to use to obtain a 
population of "pure" keels. 

We also present a tabulation of spacings classified according to the depth of the deeper 
keel of the pair which defines the spacing, i.e. a tabulation of x against (h' + 2.5 m) in Figure 9. 
This is an attempt to find the best et for use in Equation (3). The results for 9 m cut-off are 
plotted in bins of 2 m depth increment and 20 m spacing increment. The curves (Fig. I I) 

show a peak at a spacing which progressively increases with depth. In Figure I I the position 
of the highest peak in each curve has been plotted against the relevant depth (the heavy black 
dots), and it can be seen that the increase with depth is roughly linear. A line of best fit has 
been drawn through these points which, when applied to Equation (3), gives a value of 13.3° 
for et. Of course, these curves show that there is no one value of et, otherwise there would be a 
sharp spacing cut-off within which no keel pairs are to be found . Instead, there is a range of et, 

a range which is spread out still further by the fact that the keels are not being profiled ortho
gonally but at various angles of encounter. Wadhams (1978) dealt with this statistical 
averaging problem. Our value of 13.3° is, in any case, an underestimate because it refers to 
the peak of each spacing distribution rather than to the spacing at which keel pairs begin to 
be found. However, it is indicative of the validity of the "keel shadowing" concept. Again, 
by actually measuring the slopes of keels on sonar profiles, Wadhams (1978) found that the 
slope-angle distribution had a peak in the range 16-20° but, when adjusted to take account of 
the angle of encounter, the mean value of et came to 32°. Thus our 13.3° figure does not appear 
unreasonably low. 
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Fig. 11. Spacing distributions for keels of draft greater than 9 m, in 2 m draft increments. The spacing corresponding to the 
maximum of each distribution has been plotted as a heavy black dot. This spacing increases linearlY with keel relief. 
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6. DISTRIBUTION OF KEEL DRAFTS 

6.1. Theory 

The theory ofkee! drafts which has been most extensively tested against observation is that 
of Hibler and others (1972). They used a variational calculation which gives the most likely 
distribution of geometrically congruent ridges that will yield a given volume of deformed ice. 
The result is 

where Pr (h) dh is the probability that the draft lies between hand (h+ dh), h is the mean draft, 
ho is a low-value cut-off below which keels are not included in the statistics, and .:\ is a para
meter which must be derived by iteration from 

exp ( -Moz) = Ji ( .:\'Tr) i erfc(,Vho)' (5) 

This has been shown to give a better fit to submarine sonar observations than an alternative 
distribution proposed on empirical grounds by Diachok (1975): 

2h 
Pr(h) dh = - exp( -hz/aZ) dh, (6) 

aZ 

with a = 2Ji/'Tri . Again, Equation (4) is modified by the ridge-shadowing effect (Lowryand 
Wadhams, 1979), but the modification has only a small effect at the low-draft end of the 
distribution where it causes a slight deficit of keels ; this is a much less drastic modification than 
that which applied to the spacing distribution. 

Recently it has been found that surface ridge sails, to which this theory was also thought 
to apply, actually obey a simpler negative exponential distribution of form 

Pr(h) dh = B exp( -bh) dh, (7) 

with Band b as parameters, provided the sails are identified using the Rayleigh criterion 
(Wadhams, 1976; Weeks and others, [CI980J). Hibler ([C1976J) showed that the same data 
can be made to fit Equation (4) or Equation (7) depending on whether the Hibler (constant 
trough depth) or Rayleigh ridge-picking criterion is used. 

6.2. Results 

Figure 12 shows the distribu tion of keel drafts for various length gau'ges, expressed as keels 
per 100 km track and using a I m depth increment. "Keels" of less than 5 m draft can be 
assumed to consist mainly of the bottoms of undulating floes, and so have not been plotted. 

The result is a good fit to a straight line on a semilogarithmic plot, not only for the overall 
data but also for data at 400 km gauge (sections F and B, shown in Fig. 12) and even 50 km 
gauge (section I, Fig. 12). This shows that the keel draft distribution obeys the simpler 
relationship of Equation (7) rather than the Hibler relationship, Equation (4). This is a most 
unexpected result, because Equation (7) was hitherto thought to be valid only for ridge sails; 
the Sovereign keel data, analysed using the Rayleigh criterion, follow Equation (4) with a high 
degree of exactness as do all other published sonar profiles. Wad hams ([CI980], in press) 
suggested that sails may not follow Equation (4) because they contain only a small proportion 
of the mass of a ridge and their shape is determined largely by accident. This cannot explain 
the present result. We must conclude either that keels in the Beaufort Sea have a different 
nature from those in the Eurasian Basin, which is unl,ikely, or that the apparent distribution 
of independent keel drafts is dependent in some way on the type of sensor employed. 

Profiles of ridge sails are typically obtained using a laser profilometer,. which has a pencil 
beam capable of recording much of the fine structure of the sail, including crevices and 
troughs between the blocks (the limitation being the integration time of the laser electronics). 
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Fig. I2. Distribution of keel drafts plotted on a semilog plot for data at I 400 km, 400 km, and 500km length gauges. 

The sonar employed by Gurnard also had a narrow beam-width and, as shown in Figure 3, it 
also appears capable of recording the fine structure of a keel, probing into clefts and hollows 
between the submerged blocks. Dreadnought (Williams and others, 1975) used a sounder with a 
very wide beam, and Sovereign (Wadhams, 1977) had a sounder with a wide beam in the 
fore-and-aft plane (17°) and a narrow beam in the athwartships plane (50) . Wide-beam 
sounders smooth out the structure of a keel so that it is always perceived as a single wedge (see, 
for example, the profiles in Wadhams, 1978), and even the application of reconstruction 
equations (Williams and others, 1975) cannot regenerate this fine structure. Now Hibler's 
theory depends on the concept of geometrically congruent ridges, each an entity of the same 
shape possessing mass and potential energy which depend only on its depth. A wide-beam 
sounder forces keels to approximate to this concept by smoothing out any incidental structure 
that they may possess and leaving them as discrete entities. Thus narrow-beam echo sounders 
and laser profilometers produce one type of ice profile with ridge height characteristics 
obeying Equation (7), while wide-beam sounders produce another type, obeying Equation 
(4) . A narrow-beam sounder, by splitting many ridges into multiple "ridges" , sees a greater 
ridge frequency than a wide-beam sounder (e.g. in Wadhams ([CI98o] , in press) the sail 
frequency is a multiple of the keel frequency for the same ice cover). 

This hypothesis now covers all results except the laser profilometer data reported by 
Hibler and others (1974), which still obeyed Equation (4) but which were not analysed on the 
Rayleigh criterion. A crucial test of the hypothesis would be to smooth the Gurnard profile 
artificially by convolving it with the beam pattern of a wide-beam echo sounder, and °to 
observe the effect on the resulting statistics. We hope to report on this computer simulation 
in a later publication. 
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It was shown in Wadhams ([CIg8o], in press) that the parameters Band b in Equation (7) 
can be expressed as simple functions of it and /1-. If Equation (7) is rewritten in the form 

n(h) dh = B exp ( -bh) dh, (8) 

where n(h) is the number of keels per kilometre of track per metre of draft increment, then 
Cl() 

p. = f n(h) dh, 

h. 

and 
Cl() 

p.it = f h n(h) dh, 

h. 

so that 

and 

B = p.b exp(bho). 

TABLE V. PRESSURE-RIDGE FREQUENCIES AND MEAN DRAFTS FOR 50 km SECTIONS 

Draft > 5m Draft > 9 m 

Section No. per km Mean draft No. per km Mean draft 
m m 

I 14·77 8,57 5. 11 12.15 
2 10.28 8.30 3.07 12.20 
3 8.11 7.69 1.81 11.79 
4 7-41 7.62 1.55 11.75 
5 7.92 7.78 1.90 11.61 
6 5.68 7·57 1.10 12·77 
7 5·49 7·43 0·99 12.06 
8 5·47 7·20 0.9 1 11.84 
9 8·17 7·39 1.43 11.51 

10 6,40 7.5 1 1.40 11·34 
11 6·59 7.26 1.24 11.25 
12 7.08 7.65 1.58 11.75 

(Short 6.17 7.78 1.06 13. 10 

13 6.60 7.65 I.49 11.89 
14 6.69 7.68 1.38 12.13 
15 5.46 7.32 0.89 12.11 
16 6 .24 7·39 1.13 11 .. 23 
17 7. 15 7·79 1.65 12.31 
18 7-46 7.64 1.64 11.40 
19 5.50 7·53 1.11 11.93 
20 7. 25 7.50 1.38 11. 71 
21 6,98 7.52 1.53 11.38 
22 5-43 7.7 1 1.37 11.73 
23 7·01 7.65 1.56 12.04 
24 6.36 7-49 1.22 12.01 
25 7.82 7.66 L78 11.72 
26 8.82 8.25 2.65 12.32 
27 8.72 8·34 2.60 12.69 

Mean of main group 6.7 1 7·55 1.39 11·79 
(3-25) ± 0.20 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 ± 0.07 

Mean of Caribou crossings 6.65 7.60 1.42 11.88 
(4-7, 20-23) 
Sovereign 5.68 11.74 3·74 14. 19 
Dreadnought 4.20 9·57 2.00 12·57 

(g) 

(10) 

(II ) 

Maximum 
draft 

m 

23. 1 3 
28.83 
21.64 
19.60 
22.65 
22.65 
20·54 
20·73 
20.09 
16.86 
22·59 
23.65 
31.12) 

20·97 
24·93 
23.38 
18.96 
24.84 
18,35 
26·73 
20.36 
19·99 
19.66 
24.48 
22.01 
22.07 
29.2 3 
29. 14 
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Thus fL and h are the two parameters of the keel draft distribution from which the whole 
shape of the distribution can be deduced using Equations (8) to (12). Table V shows these 
parameters tabulated for all the 50 km sections, using ho = 5 m and 9 m so as to be consistent 
with the statistics of Wad hams ([CI980], in press). The results are also plotted in Figure 13. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 

(a) The major part of the profile (sections 3-25) has a ridging distribution which is very 
homogeneous and which falls within narrow limits of variation. These limits are extremely 
narrow for ho = 5 m (5.4- 8.2 for fL; 7.2- 7.8 m for ii) and somewhat wider for ho = 9 m . 
probably because of the smaller number of keels involved. Means and standard deviations 
for these four parameters are given; run tests show that we can accept the hypothesis of a 
homogeneous ice cover with respect to ridging intensity. 

(b) Sections 1-2 and 26-27 fall clearly outside the range of variation of the other sections 
(Fig. 13), indicating much heavier ridging (greater fL ) in these parts of the track. This result 
agrees with what we have found from the probability-density functions; at these two 
extremities of the track there are more pressure ridges per unit length, a greater mean keel 
draft, a greater mean ice draft, and a greater proportion of deformed ice. Tucker and others 
(1979) measured surface-ridge (> 0.9 m high) frequencies from a laser flight northward from 
Barter Island in April 1976, and found a peak of about 13 ridges per km at 80 km from the 
coast, falling to 2.5 per km at 200 km from the coast. These parts correspond to sections I and 
3 respectively, and Figure 13 shows that there is fair agreement between these results and the 
frequencies of keels greater than 5 m deep. 

(c) There is no clear positive correlation between fL and h, although the four heavily 
ridged sections have both a high fL and a high h. 

(d ) For ho = 9 m both the frequency and the mean draft are much lower than those found 
by Sovereign in the very heavily ridged zone off north Greenland. Only section I exceeds the 
Sovereign data in keel frequency, though not in mean draft. The data compare very well with 
Dreadnought data from the central Eurasian Basin: although it may appear from Table V that 
Dreadnought data have a lower fL and higher h, the difference can be ascribed to the program 
of Williams and others (1975) which, by applying a harsh version of the Rayleigh criterion 
with sea-level as the zero datum, lost many shallow keels from the statistics. 

(e) The maximum drafts are surprisingly low. On the whole the deepest keel drafts are 
found in the four anomalous sections (1- 2,26-27), but the deepest draft of all, 31.12 rn, in 
fact occurred in the short 18 km portion of track that was omitted from the 50 km statistics. 
The general ridging properties of this portion (Table V ) are quite typical of the sections 
surrounding it, so that the keel can be seen as an isolated event. This is the only keel deeper 
than 30 m in the entire I 400 km of profile, whereas in the Sovereign profile there were 45 keels 
deeper than 30 m in 3 900 km of track, 39 of them occurring in the I 050 km of "offshore zone" 
north of Greenland (Wadhams, 1978). By a coincidence the deepest keel in the Sovereign profile, 
43 m, also occurred as an isolated event in an otherwise lightly ridged section of ice cover. 

Finally we note that the distribution of keel drafts suggests an analytical form for the deep 
portion of the probability density function P(h). Beyond the maximum draft which can be 
attained by undeformed .~ce, hmax say, the whole of P(h) is due to contributions from ice keels. 
If keels all tend to the shape of isosceles triangles with a mean slope angle IX along track (as in 
Fig. 9), then we have 

I [2B cot IX] 
P (h) dh = b exp ( -bh) dh. 

h > hm ax 

Figure I4 shows that P(h) indeed fits a negative exponential for depths beyond 6 m. The fit is 
excellent both for the overall data and for a 50 km section, although the smaller number of 
points in the latter case introduces greater variance. The gradients and intercepts yield the 
following estimates for b and cc given in Table VI. 
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Fig. I3. Mean keel draft plotted against mean number of keels per kilometre for keels deeper than 5 m and 9 m. Each point 
represents a 50 km section. 
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Fig. I4. Semilog plots of probability density functions of ice draft, showing fit to a negative exponential at depths beyond 6 m. 

TABLE VI. PARAMETERS IN THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR KEEL DRAFTS 

bfrom b from gradient of 
Equation (I I ) Figure I4 using Equation (I3) a 

m - I m - I deg 

Whole track ho = S m 0.38 
0·37 13·7 

ho = gm 0·35 11.3 
Section I ho = sm 0.28 0.32 10·5 

ho = gm 0.32 15·3 

In each case IX is calculated from Equation (13) and the intercept of Figure 14 using B 
found from Equation ( 12). The good agreement between b as found from Figure 14 and as 
calculated from Equation (I I) confirms Equation (13) as a valid equation for the ice draft 
distribution at depths beyond 6 m. This simple result should be of great value to modelling 
studies, making it easy to calculate the ice draft distribution from a knowledge of the distribu
tion of pressure ridges in the ice field. The best value to use for IX is probably that computed 
from the whole track at ho = 9 m (since this eliminates all the deep parts of undeformed 
floes), i.e. 11.3°. It is noteworthy that this lies close to the value of 13'3° calculated in a quite 
different way from Figure I I . 

7. LEADS AND POLYNYAS 

The probability-density function of ice draft gives the best measure of the occurrence and 
thickness distribution of the thin ice in leads and polynyas, and is especially useful for applica
tion to heat-budget calculations. However, it is important for a variety of problems in ice 
mechanics to know the frequency and width distribution of leads encountered by the sub
marine. Perhaps the most important application is to submarine operations themselves-it is 
desirable to know the mean spacing of leads that are large enough to permit a submarine to 
surface. 
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A lead was defined as a continuous sequence of depth points in which no point exceeds I In 
in draft-thus a polynya broken up by a sInall floe of broken ice counts as two leads. Lead 
widths were classified in 50 increments and the results calculated for each of the three files 
making up the overall track (File I = sections 1-12; File 2 = 13-21; File 3 = 22-27). The 

, results are shown in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

(A) DISTRIBUTION OF LEAD WIDTHS: NUMIlER OF LEADS 

ENCOUNTERED PER 100 km OF TRACK 

Lead width File I File :/ File 3 Overall 
m 

0-50 38 9 257 915 4 6 3 
50-100 5.6 6.2 4·4 5.6 

100-15 0 o.g 1.5 2.8 1.5 
150 - 200 0·5 2.1 o.g 1.1 

200-2 5 0 0·3 0 .2 0·3 0·3 
250-300 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

3 0 0-350 0 0 0 0 

350 -400 0 . 2 0 0 0.1 

4 00-450 0 0 0 0 

450 -500 0 0.2 0 0.1 

> 5 00 0.6 0·4 0 0-4 

(B) MEAN DISTANCE TRAVELLED BETWEEN LEADS 

Width 
m 

o 
50 

100 

150 

200 

500 

Distance between encounters 
km 

0.212 

10·3 
24. 1 

38 -4 
67 .6 

237 

On average a lead is encountered about every 200 In, although this figure varies by a 
factor of nearly four between File 2 and File 3. However, the lead concerned is likely to be 
very narrow, and few leads exceeded 50 In in width. 

Table VII (B) shows that a submarine which requires a 200 In lead for a safe surfacing will 
have to travel 68 km to find one. In fact a submarine trying to surface usually investigates 
every lead wider than about 50 m in case the cross-track diInension is sufficient to permit 
surfacing; 50 In leads occurred every 10 kIn in the southern Beaufort Sea during the period of 
this experiInent. ' 
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